71st Student Senate
Budget
October 22, 2019
Call to Order: 8:04 PM
Members Present: Ready, Fahey, Fray, Lavender, Schaler, Rowan,
Members Absent: Uddin, Dean
Members Tardy:
Guests: Duram, Morales
Announcements: None.
Asking to unlock the calendar so Bill 109 can be business because member of committee
cannot stay
Fahey moves to unlock calendar
Schaler seconds
Fahey moves to lock calendar
Schaler seconds
OGA presentation
- Durham: Bills and legislative agenda for OGA will be heard tomorrow evening
- Textbook affordability in florida through grant program for students that allows
online access to professor written textbooks for students
- Supporting the purple heart tuition waiver
- Mental health accessibility resources and initiatives to increase mental health
initiatives
- Florida is 50 out of 51 in mental health funding
- Supporting silent panic alarms mimicking new initiatives following Parkland florida
safeguards
- Emergency housing for homeless students initiatives
- Emphasizing legislative initiatives of Florida State
- Resolution 85 is on the SGA website for review of OGA initiatives

-

Lavender: ask about the Veterans legacy project initiative and why its not on the
amendment
- Harris: Specific initiatives are already in place and being pursued by OGA and
plan to get to it as soon as possible after the Legacy business building is funded.

Committee Business: Bill 99, 106
Old Business: None.
New Business: Bill 109, 99, 106
Fahey moves to hear Bill 109
Fray seconds
●

Bill 109:

Fahey moves to let a non-committee member speak
Lavender seconds
Amending bill from $1748 to 1211
Money will be used to fund CPE catalogue
Non Senator: a much better price was received for the project and the amendment will be to
reduce the request from projects
Sponsor yields 2:10 seconds to closing
Lavender moves to let a non-committee member speak
Fahey seconds
Morales: SLAA is in full support of this bill
Fahey: Is the main priority the catalogue for this money?
Non Senator: Yes this is the number one priority of this money
Lavender: How many people have received a copy?
Non senator: we do not know the exact number of people, the plan is to roll out the
catalogue slowly to maintain the flow of catalogue and ensure the reach of the catalogue
is maximized
Rowan: Can you please explain more about the catalogue?
Non senator: the catalogue is a cultural guide of Tallahassee geared for students in a
timely manner and acquaint people with the surrounding area
Schaler: How much is left in Senate Projects?
Non senator: unsure
Fray: What is the anticipated plan for rolling out the catalogue when you say the catalogue will
be updated frequently. Will this
Non senator: plans to roll out first editions of the catalogue in December, this semester
we have been preloading programming for the catalogue. Excited about really strong

April programming and other months so one rollout can be potentially done depending
on expectations of continuing to preload catalogue for next year.
Motion to amend bill to $1211
Fahey moves to pass amendment
Lavender second
Sponsor finds amendment friendly
Amendment is adopted
Lavender moves to call the question
Schaler seconds
Sponsor yields
Vote
Y- Fahey, Fray, Lavender, Schaler, Rowan
NABill 109 Passes
●

Bill 99: Celebrating the 50th anniversary of Pride Student Union on Landis Green and
the LGBTQ+ milestones. It will be a carnival-style festivity. $2100 will be used for
carnival games and spin art.

Sponsor Morales: Celebrating the 50th anniversary of PRIDE, moving money from contractual
services to expense
Yields with 4:22 to her closing
Question
Fahey: Yields
Fray: confirming the money movement, yields 4:45
Lavender: Yields
Schaler: Yields
Rowan Yields
Debate
Fahey: Yields
Fray: Yields
Lavender: Yields
Rowan: Yields
Schaler: Yields
Vote
Y - Fahey, Fray, Lavender, Rowan, Schaler
N A -

Bill 99 Passes
Unfinished Business: None.
Final Announcements:
Senator Lavender emphasizes Sunny Side
Date and Time of Next Meeting: Budget will meet next Tuesday, October 29th, 2019. Room is
to be announced on the SGA website.
Adjourned: 8:43 PM

